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the pc has been driving the pc industry for decades. as industry leadership continues to evolve,
more and more companies are turning to vr, ar, and mr (mixed reality) as a next generation
platform to keep us engaged, productive, and entertained. the pc forms the backbone of the

platform. we are continuing our investments in creating high-performance pcs that can deliver
the best experiences possible in vr, ar, and mr platforms to further push the boundaries of

immersive experiences. today we would like to share with you our latest pc with amds ryzen
processor and radeon rx gpu lineup. with the introduction of the ai-powered camera to the lumix
g series including flagship model, lumix g85, the company is aiming to bring ai photography to

everyone. the camera was improved from the previous camera, the lumix g80, and offers
improved picture quality, faster performance and intelligent functionality. the lumix g85,

meanwhile, is designed to follow the trend of ai and has adopted a latest generation ai engine. ai
is becoming an important element in cameras and is frequently used as functions of the camera
and for improved functionality. panasonic has announced the new panasonic intelligent power

technology (ipt) programme with the aim of reducing thermal noise and improving efficiency. the
ipt programme has been designed to effectively improve operation without affecting the

performance of the system. it works in the background to monitor power settings and to manage
power factors that can impact efficiency. five new power profiles are available for the following

models:
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to simplify the provisioning
process, there are no more

manual inputs with the enhanced
routed smartcloud support.
smartcloud provisioning has

never been easier. the enhanced
routed smartcloud edition

supports dhcp and dns based
layer 2 security for routed and

layer 3 settings. it also enables a
new zone based security that

allows you to easily control what
switches and ports can access

your ipv4 and ipv6 networks. the
enhanced routed smartcloud

edition includes the following key
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features: layer 3 vpn for
troubleshooting purposes, all rtus

in the firmware image can be
utilized to view and monitor the
various rtu line cards. for simple
troubleshooting and debugging,
we’ve enabled some rtus to be
accessible via command line. to
view the logs on the firmware

upgrade command line, you can
enter the following command

“./pri.bin –v -c -p -s -r -v -d ” for
more information, refer to the

below document. airpods pro v2.0
continues to set the standard in
audio and voice performance,

combining powerful features with
excellent audio and touch
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response. with the exception of
the backlight, the design is

completely unchanged. its the
same earphones you know and

love, just improved. with the v2.0
update, airpods pro are faster,

better-suited to your
environment, and more

personalized for you. in addition
to great new features like faster
3d touch navigation, a new “hey

siri” wakeup word, and more
accurate hearing, the airpods pro
v2.0 are now designed for more
active lifestyle, with improved fit
for everyday use. in addition to

the apple retail stores, the iphone
se, 11, 11 pro, 11 pro max and
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ipados, you can also get these
new airpods pro in apple

authorised resellers. visit https://s
upport.apple.com/en-us/ht209518

for a full list of locations.
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